Larkrise Primary School
Feedback Policy 2019
Feedback, including effective marking, is an essential part of good education. Feedback can take the form
of spoken or written marking, peer marking or self-assessment. High quality feedback, in whatever form it
is given, will be evidenced in how pupils are able to tackle subsequent work. We review this policy annually
to ensure that it reflects current research evidence and ensures that our policy promotes excellent pupil
progress whilst eliminating unnecessary teacher-workload.
We agree that at Larkrise marking has only one aim, to advance pupil progress and outcomes. Marking
should acknowledge pupils’ work, check outcomes and inform decisions about what teachers and pupils
need to do next in order to drive progress.
Our policy aims to ensure that all written marking should be meaningful, manageable and motivating. All
feedback (of which marking is a small part) is focussed on pupil progress, developing good teacher-pupil
relationships and raising pupils’ self-esteem.
Meaningful Marking
To ensure clarity for pupils we use our marking guidance in key stages 1 and 2.
Manageable Marking
Our pupils are taught and encouraged to check their own work through having a clear understanding of
age appropriate success criteria. We use deeper marking with next steps where lighter marking where
appropriate.
Motivating Marking
Marking should motivate pupils to progress. An important element of marking is acknowledging what
pupils have done, valuing both their effort and achievements. Our teachers use their judgement to decide
whether short, challenging comments, oral feedback or more complex written feedback will achieve this
aim.
Larkrise Primary School Written Marking Guidance
All marking is to be completed in a clear legible hand aligned to the school handwriting script. To
manage marking, Post-it notes may be used to show a pupil where response is required.
Pupil Premium
Pupil Premium pupil’s books should always be marked first to ensure high quality marking and additional
AFL consideration time.
Maths




All work will be headed with a learning objective (LO) and dated with the short date and underlined
Ticks will be used to indicate correct answers
Dots will be used to indicate incorrect answers
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Success criteria or marking ladders are used for teacher and pupil self-marking
Pink, amber or Green highlighting of the learning objective will indicate whether the child has
achieved the objective, needs consolidation work or extra support.
 Time will be regularly given for children to respond to marking and teacher comments promptly
(Dedicated Improvement and Reflection Time – DIRT) teachers must check responses to marking.
 Children will use green or pink pen to respond to marking or to peer mark, writing self or peer and
their initials
English work



All work will be dated with the long date and headed with a learning objective and underlined
All work will be marked regularly and as promptly as possible after completion and teachers will
decide whether work will be acknowledged or marked in detail. The level of marking will be
appropriate to the task and pupil. Marking should relate directly to the learning objectives and
children’s next steps, however presentation, spelling and punctuation should not be ignored.



Red, Amber or Green highlighting of the learning objective will indicate whether the child has
achieved the objective, needs consolidation work or extra support
Children will use green or pink pen to respond to marking or to peer mark, writing self or peer and
their initials
Children will use green or pink pen to respond to marking or to peer mark, writing self or peer and
their initials




Written marking will include the following strategies:





Pink comments outlining positive ways in which the pupil has met their learning objective
Green comments giving pupils an action in order to further improve their work
‘Think about’ bubbles giving children something to reflect on
Pupils are given opportunities to self and peer assess against success criteria in green or pink pen
Pupils may collaboratively improve work by peer marking together
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Appendix 2 Examples of feedback prompts requesting response
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